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The need for secure, fast, and fully compliant fincrime
intelligence sharing has never been more pressing. The war
in Ukraine has dramatically increased demands for better
collaboration with regard to sanctions. The lengthening
pandemic has left companies struggling with fraud waves losses,
and criminals are becoming more sophisticated at exploiting
emerging financial technologies.
It is not enough anymore to have fraud tooling, sanctions
tooling, or even anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing (AML/CTF) solutions – increasingly, various aspects
of economic crime are becoming interrelated – and to safeguard
your financial institution, the best response can be harnessing
the collective knowledge of others – be that banks, fintechs or
money service businesses/payment service providers.
The need for new fincrime intelligence sharing solutions to
combat not just fraud but money laundering remains critical.
Great innovations are happening – in the Baltic States, across
Europe and beyond, as detailed by initiatives such as RUSI’s
Future of Financial Intelligence Sharing, and the Financial Action
TaskForce’s own forthcoming research.
In this white paper we will offer an overview of AML Bridge –
Europe’s first cross-border fincrime intelligence sharing initiative
– and our vision for the next evolutions in intelligence sharing.

In January 2022, we officially concluded the AML Bridge Estonia
pilot project. All participating banks were delighted with the
initial results, and decided to continue using AML Bridge – in
July we will mark our first anniversary. Looking back, it’s been a
whirlwind journey. The pathway from theory to practice is one
built of hundreds of tiny steps; it is my immense pleasure in this
paper to detail the findings from eleven months of live, realworld crime-fighting data, enabled by AML Bridge.
Since launching, twelve Estonian banks and fintechs have
initiated over 2100 collaborative investigations (Jul-May) –
legally, securely, and efficiently across three main use cases
(AML, fraud and sanctions). This has prevented millions
from reaching criminal-controlled accounts – our most recent
estimate for fraud cases alone is €5-6m. I am delighted to
confirm that AML Bridge has delivered a clear impact. But as
we all know, these numbers are only a fraction of the volumes
of financial crime that avoid detection or prosecution on a
daily basis.
Criminals have had the upper hand for decades through
successful collaboration. Now is the time for the crime-fighters.
I hope this paper offers some inspiration for you to step up the
fight in your institution or country.

Key findings:
A clear legal basis exists
for sharing AML intelligence
between institutions across
the 27 EU member states.

Encryption technology
enables AML Bridge to meet
required security and data
protection standards.

Banks report greatest benefit
from fraud, sanctions and
AML-related intelligence
sharing.

AML Bridge delivers real
crime-fighting impact,
preventing millions from
reaching criminal controlled
accounts.
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AML Bridge Estonia
Piloting the future of AML/CFT
In October 2020, Estonia’s financial leaders initiated a
countrywide AML intelligence sharing project. Representatives
from the four largest banks – Swedbank Estonia, SEB Estonia,
Luminor and LHV (representing a 90% share of the domestic
market) – joined forces with regtech company Salv to create a
platform for secure fincrime intelligence sharing. The pilot was
initiated with the full support of Estonia’s Financial Supervision
and Resolution Authority (FSA), Data Protection Inspectorate
(DPI), and Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU). Both the pilot
initiative and the platform built for this came to be known as:
AML Bridge.
For a full outline as to how the pilot was planned and structured
please see our Spring 2021 white paper at salv.com. In this
summary we shall present the key facts and findings from the
past eleven months since AML Bridge went live (July ‘21 to May
‘22) – growing from seven collaborative investigations in the first
month as AML teams set up their internal processes, to 300+
per month.
Why is AML Bridge needed?
Criminals launder an estimated €4tn, every year. Under current
compliance practices, around 1-2% of this is successfully
confiscated by law enforcement, despite banks spending €100150bn annually on compliance staff and technology. Simply put:
better solutions are needed, and fast. AML Bridge is part of this
new AML future.
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The first year
AML Bridge: the platform
AML Bridge is an information and data exchange platform
that enables financial institutions to fight financial crime more
effectively. The secure web-based platform helps banks to
exchange and enrich data on bad actors, enabling one another
to strengthen their respective AML efforts. It is encrypted and
fully-compliant with the latest data protection regulations. As
a result, AML Bridge can help financial institutions proactively
co-operate across borders, across legal jurisdictions, and against
transnational criminal networks.

I am very pleased that this project has been launched. It shows not just
our community’s theoretical understanding of the need to cooperate to
tackle money laundering and terrorist financing but also the practical
steps to make it happen. It is a useful additional solution next to our
everyday systems in this field.”
Allan Parik,
Chairman of the Estonian Banking Association & SEB Estonia CEO

Before a single message could be securely exchanged via AML
Bridge a long list of prerequisites needed to be satisfactorily met.
First, Salv conducted a full regulatory assessment, secured
IT, DPO and legal approvals from participants through on
ongoing process of stakeholder consultation and key input from
regulators/supervisors.
A governance model (see below), comprised of an active
working group (of AML specialists and product users/designers)
and a steering group (regulatory advisors and key decision
makers) was established, facilitating the smooth, and swift,
progress of the project.

Finally, after 9-12 months of preliminary groundwork, on 13 July
2021, AML Bridge facilitated its first collaborative investigation.

Steering group.
Decision making and oversight.

Salv’s product team then vetted 15+ potential information
exchange use cases against criteria such as: business need,
legality & feasibility, deciding upon an initial sanctions use
case, before eventually expanding this to include AML & fraud
prevention use cases.
The technology was built, tested by banks with synthetic data
to improve UI/UX functionality, and then both Salv and banks
commissioned penetration testing to guarantee the security of
the AML Bridge platform.

Case study:

A real Estonian scam story
Rauno at Bank A identifies a wave of incidents where fraudsters
are tricking customers into handing over their SmartID codes,
giving them access to customers’ bank accounts.

An agent at Bank B receives this within minutes and investigates
accounts that fit the profile, identifying seven such cases, with a
cumulative volume of €55,000.

The criminals have already set up sleeper accounts at Bank B
using stolen IDs, where they send amounts just below a €10K
threshold, in order not to trigger in-build alerts.

He straight away freezes the accounts, and issues recalls to Bank
A. €10,000 has cleared Bank B to a third overseas account, but
the prompt action of the two agents prevents another €45,000
of customers’ money ending up in the hands of criminals.

Bank B doesn’t have real-time monitoring in place, but via AML
Bridge, Rauno sends a warning about the pattern he’s identified.
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Solving challenges

AML Bridge in action
“Historically private companies have been a little tentative with
us, but this project helped change that. It gave the private sector
confidence to work together closely with the Data Protection
Inspectorate.”

Banks know what the problems are, but Salv worked out how to
really solve them. And it’s not just in money laundering and terrorist
financing, it’s also been useful in fraud prevention.”
Olavi Lepp,
Swedbank Estonia, CEO

Pille Lehis, Director General,
Estonian Data Protection Inspectorate

Most industry analysts agree that intelligence sharing is coming.
But to successfully implement inter-institutional data exchange
requires simultaneously resolving complex and multi-faceted
challenges. And to do this across borders requires navigating the
many nuances specific to different jurisdictions.
A clear legal basis for intelligence sharing exists
The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in
combination with nation-specific AML/CTF legislation form the
primary basis for the EU-wide application of AML Bridge.
The specific legal basis for AML Bridge varies subtly in different
jurisdictions. In Estonia, the Estonian Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act, the Estonian Credit
Institutions Act, and the Estonian Personal Data Protection Act
help establish the clear parameters for what data is exchanged,
and for what purposes.
By design, no third party – including Salv – can access any
data exchanged via AML Bridge. Salv acts as a data processor,
meaning that from a data protection perspective financial
institutions remain data controllers – and Salv ensures the data
is processed solely according to the controllers’ instructions.
Data minimisation is then hard-wired into AML Bridge through
the use of message templates – including set / closed fields to
ensure that the scope of data exchanged is in accordance with
principles of necessity and proportionality, outlined in the GDPR.
Legal analyses are conducted prior to expansion into any new
market, but a key discovery from Salv so far has been that AML
Bridge is legal, for certain use cases, within certain parameters,
anywhere in the EU, today.
Mitigating possible risks
Even with a clear legal basis in place it’s important to analyse all
possible risks related to AML Bridge platform usage and data
management. So a considerable amount of work has been done
together with financial institutions and their DPOs, IT security
and InfoSec teams to ensure all possible risks are considered. In
the table below you can see the main risks identified and how
these risks are mitigated with AML Bridge.
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Risk

Mitigation measure

System integrity /
third party attacks

• End-to-end encryption
• Key-protected decryption
• 2-factor authentication
• IP whitelisting
• Independent & bank- commissioned
PEN testing

Network
confidentiality

• Network member vetting
• Full audit trail (actions,data access)
• User access management
• Team-to-team correspondence
• Secure hosting (AWS)

Data handling /
management

• Clear delineation of data controller
& data processor roles (backed by
SLAs and DPAs)
• End user training sessions
• Strict data deletion processes

Data minimisation

• DPIAs (conducted by banks)
• Data use & procedure agreements
• Audit function (for regulators
& leads)
• Use case templates & categorisation

Platform or
network risks

• SOC 2 certified
• 24-7 system monitoring
• Backup processes to prevent data
loss risks
• Face-to-face user trust building
sessions

AML Bridge has been live almost a year. Over eleven months
(Jul ‘21-May ‘22), twelve members have initiated 2100+
collaborative investigations across three main use cases –
anti-money laundering, fraud/scam, and sanctions.
89 crime-fighters (across multiple teams) were able to access
thousands of potential collaboration routes, with one bank
reporting to Salv that it was preventing up to €500,000 /
month of customers’ money from reaching criminal-controlled
accounts, thanks to AML Bridge, in fraud cases alone.
Sanctions-related cases have quadrupled
AML Bridge was initially proposed with the limited use case of
clarifying sanctions hits – something that had been identified
by banks as especially time-consuming and inefficient. AML
Bridge has however been used for multiple use cases, including
helping compile complex multi-institutional AML investigations,
and in some instances, joint Suspicious Activity Report (SAR)
submissions to local FIUs.

Sanctions-related collaborative investigations were a small
category until Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, but form now the
majority of AML Bridge usage. Weekly volumes have quadrupled
over the last months. The dominant use case is quickly clearing
new exact-match false positives which are overwhelming
sanctions teams and frustrating good customers.
In addition, AML Bridge has also developed new features to
enable spreading information about the related close associates
and companies owned by the sanctioned people or institutions.

Collaborative Investigations started
Since July 13, 2021 launch

Almost half of the 2100+ investigations as of the end of May are
related to money laundering investigations, which has increased
the quality of SARs submitted, as well as reducing false positive
reports and helping to clear good customers faster.
About one third of the cases relate to ‘scam fraud’, which
generally means a form of Authorised Push Payment (APP)
fraud. Banks have recovered from criminals approximately
€5-7m and returned this to victims with the help of AML Bridge.

89

crime-fighters active in the
AML Bridge network

2100+

total collaborative
investigations enabled
(Jul ‘21 - May ‘22)

€5-6mn

estimated total fraud
losses prevented /
money laundering
identified

15 min

median first
response time, cases
being resolved in as
little as 3 min
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Delivering clear impact
“We’ve seen some really good results in a very short period of time.
In the area of fraud prevention, speed is a key aspect – and this tool
really helps us communicate with each other and find the necessary
information we need to stop these actions from completing.”

“With instant payments and the rise of phishing attacks it really
becomes a question of reacting within minutes – and I can say that
thanks to this system, across the past three months we’ve been able
to stop at least 70 such cases, successfully freezing the money and
returning this to customers.

Kadri Kiisel,
LHV Estonia, CEO

Raul Vahtra,
Head of AML, Swedbank Estonia

Rapid improvement in investigation speed
Building from experiences learned while helping build first
Skype’s fraud tools and then Wise’s AML teams, Salv has
adopted the working practice of building fast, and improving
constantly and incrementally.
Partway through the initial AML Bridge pilot period Salv rolled
out an improved case prioritisation functionality, allowing
network members to mark particular cases as urgent. This saw
median first response times drop to 15 minutes, with 75% of
cases receiving responses inside 45 mins, and 90% inside two
and a half hours – a major improvement on the 24-48hr delays
that are commonplace in the industry using legacy interbank
messaging tools.
With speed especially important in fraud cases – often a swift
response being the difference between a successful recall or
not – Salv worked closely with banks on case management
and prioritisation improvements. For three of the most active
network members over 50% of fraud cases were worked in
under 10 minutes.

Urgent collaborative investigations
Since November 18 launch

Building trust among network members
In addition to mitigating network risks with thorough backup
processes and 24-7 system monitoring, face-to-face workshop
sessions with network members have proved crucial for trust
building. We’ve seen this especially when new members
join – they get extra assurance through meeting (physically or
virtually) the people they collaborate with via the network.

At the beginning of AML Bridge, we set three major questions
as criteria by which to evaluate the eventual success or failure of
the initiative. They were:
•

Legal: is AML intelligence sharing between banks
possible within the Estonian / European Union regulatory
framework?

The member workshops have also proven beneficial for product
development purposes, with users providing constant feedback
and suggestions on AML Bridge platform usage, as well as
further development needs. Members have also used the
opportunity to share their best practices and learnings from
latest trends within the industry.

•

Technical: can an AML intelligence sharing platform provide
the necessary security and privacy safeguards for financial
institutions?

•

Business: does AML intelligence sharing help to solve a key
problem for financial institutions?

To keep all network members informed about the overall AML
Bridge usage and latest product updates, a newsletter with
the most relevant statistics and new features goes out to all
participants on bi-weekly basis.

Today we can clearly state “yes” to all three. And in addition to
this, we can also see the clear value and impact AML Bridge has
already brought to member institutions, as well as to regulators.

Key outcomes:
Improved speed
Cases are being resolved in as little as 3 minutes; in fraud cases
marked “urgent” the median response time is 15 minutes. A
massive improvement on 24-48 hours – and the difference in
most cases between a successful / unsuccessful recall.
Reduced customer friction
There is no risk of tipping off potential fraudsters with B2B
correspondence; there’s far less hassle for good customers, and
the accuracy / reliability of the information received B2B is much
higher.
Better SARs
Higher quality data means a better likelihood of an effective
SAR. And helping financial intelligence units build better cases
means a higher likelihood of prosecutions.
Crime-fighting impact
Even with a small network, individual banks are preventing €50100K/week in scam use cases; in AML, while the feedback loops
are not immediate, more confidence in investigative data leads
to better staff morale, which also means more confidence that
their work can be effective / have an impact fighting FinCrime.

AML Bridge workshop

“From the user’s perspective AML Bridge is really working. The interface is easy
to use and intuitive. AML Bridge has helped us develop a daily working process of
exchanging information between our partners.”
Allan Parik,
SEB Estonia, CEO
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Post-pilot innovation

Development & expansion
AML Bridge started as a four-bank initiative. Within eight
months it became a full countrywide solution. But to combat
global criminal networks requires global anti-crime networks.
And in May 2022 AML Bridge officially went cross-border.
Building a global anti-crime network
AML Bridge expansion is happening already via different
pathways. We are seeing organic growth via network members
in Estonia inviting their partner companies to join AML Bridge,
both in Estonia and overseas. We are also seeing AML Bridge
expanding outside traditional banks, with the first fintechs,
payment service providers, even crypto platforms, joining
the network. Ongoing discussions also include investment
companies and pension funds.

FATF, the G20, or the EU, are increasingly calling on the industry
to make greater effort towards enabling intelligence sharing.
FATF’s latest study around Data Pooling and Collaborative
Analytics details several leading initiatives, including Salv’s AML
Bridge, that are working closely with regulators to create more
clarity around data privacy obligations.

Regulatory clarity in close reach
At the EU or global level financial regulators and bodies like

Aivar Paul,
AML expert & ex-LHV Head of AML

Currently the messaging mechanism in AML Bridge is bilateral
(team-to-team), predominantly manual, reactive (post-crime),
and built to facilitate low-volume fincrime data exchange.
Salv is validating with first users an evolution of AML Bridge
that is multilateral, largely automated, proactive (i.e. sharing
warnings that anticipate the future spread of existing crime
patterns), and able to handle large-scale fincrime data exchange
– in real time, and integrated with members’ transaction
processing flows.

No institution can view the full list of reported suspicious
account numbers – it is not Salv’s intent to create a centralised
‘blacklist’ – for the reasons A of data security and B concerns
over potential wrongful financial exclusion for good customers.
But by enabling members to run real-time checks on suspicious
accounts during their transaction processing flow, it is
anticipated that AML Bridge Phase 2 will help proactively catch
significantly more financial crime.

In this next phase of AML Bridge, network members will enjoy
expanded functionalities – the ability to:

Start with the smallest possible step
From Salv’s experience scaling AML Bridge in Estonia and
overseas, the biggest obstacle for many financial institutions
remains fears surrounding perceived “grey areas” in local
legislation. While most jurisdictions are relatively consistent,
there is simply not 100% clarity, in all nations across Europe.

GDPR is not a blocker, rather an enabler
Historically, GDPR has been seen as the main barrier for
facilitating industry-wide intelligence sharing, with a lot of
discussion around balancing the requirements of conducting
AML due diligence with the need to securely protect customer
data. But these two goals are not incompatible. In fact, by setting
consistent standards across 27(+1) EU member states, the
GDPR becomes an enabler of intelligence sharing, not a blocker.
The rules of the game are clearly set, industry now needs to be
courageous in working through how to best facilitate intelligence
sharing that meets AML goals, while also ensuring the utmost
protection for customer data.

“One of the biggest challenges in AML is that consumer behaviour
has changed so much from ten years ago. How do you get the full
picture now that everybody has two or three bank or neobank accounts? For this we need a tool, one that is standardised for all market
participants, at least starting in the Eurozone.”

But until new guidelines are in place it’s the financial community
that can lead better cooperation – in stopping criminals, in
coordinating meaningful sanctions – and fast enough to have
real-world impact.

New networks are also emerging from the cross-border activities
of present members – including five UK-based fintechs joining
AML Bridge, with dozens more set to join in coming months.
In addition to organic network growth we also see an increasing
interest from other countries to build up similar countrywide
initiatives. Discussions remain underway in Latvia, Lithuania,
Portugal and Singapore to name just a few.

Working with local authorities, DPA, FSAs etc, Salv has found
that there is always some use case, within some parameters,
that is legally permitted – it becomes a question of starting the
process of trust-building and increasingly building business
value, and then expanding use cases once greater nation-level or
EU-level regulatory harmonisation has been achieved.
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A. Share suspicious account numbers with other institutions,
B. Query, either periodically or in real time, any account number
via AML Bridge.

Offboarded
Customes

SARs

UBOs

High Risk
Customers

Source of
Wealth and
Funds

Transaction
Documents

Ownership
of Sanctioned
Entities

Shell
Companies

IBAN Flagging

PEP / RCA

Strawmen

Initially

Soon

Eventually

Automation & integration

Fully manual, no integration

Partially automated,
fully integrated

Fully automated,
fully integrated

Geographic coverage

Estonia

Add Bactics + Europe

Add rest of Europa
and beyond

AML signals

3x negative signals

Add 5-10 positive and
negative signals

Add DNFBPs

Add FinTechs, PSPs, MSBs
and FIUs

Add 30+ positive, negative
and informative signals

Adverse
Media

Case and
Scenario
Summaries

Institution types

Only banks

Potencial
Victims

Scenarios
(no PII data)

Collaborative
crime-fighting impact

Tens of investigations
per week

Examples of potential AML Bridge use cases.

Millions of investigations
per week
Roadmap: expansion schema for AML Bridge
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Key findings

Q&A

Inter-institutional AML tactical data exchange is legally,
operationally and technically possible: it is taking place today, swiftly,
with live customer information.

Fincrime intelligence sharing is legally possible
A clear legal basis exists for sharing AML intelligence
between institutions across Europe – some member state’s
implementation of the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) may involve nuanced differences pertaining to exact use
cases & data fields involved.

Network expansion drives a virtuous circle
Salv’s expectation was that the majority of benefit from network
participation would come with cross-border intelligence
exchange, but the Estonian banks have reported sufficient gains
at a national basis alone to justify full commercial contracts on
an ongoing basis.

Technology provides the required security
Encryption technology improvements have enabled AML Bridge
to meet required security and data protection standards –
providing set data fields helps ensures data minimisation (i.e.
that data exchanged is proportional and necessary); no third
parties – including Salv – have access to exchanged information,
which is encrypted and key-protected.

The network has already expanded beyond traditional banking
with the first fintechs joining the network and discussions with
investment companies and pension funds ongoing.

A “use-case agnostic” platform allows versatility
AML Bridge was designed with multiple use cases in mind, and
first tested a sanctions use case. It was however in preventing
scam / fraud cases and helping compile more complex AML
investigations that banks confirmed the tooling had provided
greatest benefit.
Confidence and benefits grow alongside network expansion
There are two clear prerequisites to the volume of collaborative
investigations increasing dramatically: confidence gained via a)
regulatory confirmation and b) increased trust between network
members, grown during face-to-face workshops and best
practice discussions.
Network benefits are experienced relatively evenly across
institution size – market-leading banks are not responding to
disproportionately more inquiries than they are sending: by
institution, members are responding to between 0.6 and 1.4
inquiries for every 1 they send.
Smaller members have brought network benefits to marketleading banks: one member told Salv that a single inquiry from
the latest network joiner gave them a two-day headstart into a
fraud wave that ultimately led to customer savings of around
€80K.
AML Bridge is delivering crime-fighting impact
Based on figures provided by network members, Salv estimates
€5-6m of customers’ money has been prevented from reaching
criminal-controlled accounts. For future feature development,
banks have called for in-built accounting for AML Bridge, to get a
better sense of actual numbers and money prevented.
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Network members in Estonia are already inviting financial
institutions from overseas to join, based on where they see
high-volume trends of suspicious behaviour occurring, with first
networks already launching in the UK.

Is AML Bridge legal in my country?
If you are in the European Union (or UK), then it is legal to exchange customer data via AML
Bridge, providing you adhere to the appropriate data protection and data minimisation standards
outlined in the GDPR, and abide by local AML/CTF legislation. A recent opinion statement by the
European Data Protection Supervisor supports this interpretation; for countries outside the EU
please contact us to discuss your circumstances.
Who can use AML Bridge?
Financial institutions (FIs) who need to securely communicate about financial crime topics relating
to high-risk customers, transactions or counterparties. This includes banks, fintechs, MSBs, PSPs,
but also law enforcement agencies or financial intelligence units (FIUs) who need to liaise with FIs
to resolve complex money laundering investigations.
How is data protection / privacy ensured via AML Bridge?
AML Bridge uses end-to-end encryption as well as a password-protected key system, in addition
to 2nd-factor-authentication (2FA), IP whitelisting and additional security measures. Furthermore,
Salv has no access to data exchanged via the AML Bridge network, but helps financial institutions
ensure data- minimisation practices by using closed/set fields, and meeting data deletion/
collection standards outlined in the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
How do regulators benefit from AML Bridge?
Salv has received very positive feedback from national and regional regulators, mainly due to the
audit function within the platform. Many FIs are required to submit annual audits detailing the
measures they’ve taken to prevent money laundering within their institution. As every action taken
within the AML Bridge platform environment is logged, regulatory reports are pain-free, while team
leads have full oversight over metrics like rates of false or true positives, & volume of suspicious
activity reports filed.
What does AML Bridge cost? How can I get started?
Financial institutions are welcome to test and explore the free demo environment of AML Bridge,
after which a monthly (or annual) subscription charge applies. Salv will send all infosec, privacy,
and technical documentation necessary for internal approvals before contracts are exchanged.
Contact bridge@salv.com to get started.

What impact does AML Bridge have for bank & fintech customers?
Every year, customers lose millions – according to PWC, even billions – through scams, or
fraudsters impersonating banks or businesses and tricking customers into transferring away
their money. Speed is the most important factor in successfully recalling scam payments – if it
takes hours or days, the money is gone, if it takes minutes, the money can more often than not be
successfully reclaimed.
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Get in touch

Salv at a glance
Salv’s co-founders have decades of experience fighting financial
crime at some of Europe’s hottest startups, first building fraud,
KYC and AML teams at Skype and then TransferWise (now
Wise). At Skype they learned the challenges of managing and
analysing massive data sets, at Wise, the value of building
iterative, fast-scaling tooling, to meet the needs of an everchanging fincrime landscape.
Based in Estonia, and founded in 2018, Salv has grown to a staff
of 60+, helping customers across ten European countries (and
beyond) meet their AML screening, monitoring and customer
risk assessment needs, via two core products: AML Platform and
AML Bridge.

A member of UK Finance and the UK Payment Associations
network, Salv also plays a leading role in Finance Estonia & the
European Fintech Association, where CEO Taavi Tamkivi is the
AML working group lead. Tamkivi has also helped advise FATF’s
financial intelligence sharing working group, directing industry
best practice in data exchange. In 2021, UK think tank, RUSI’s
Future of Financial Intelligence Sharing project identifying AML
Bridge as one of the world’s leading initiatives in the area of
fincrime intelligence sharing.
Salv has two offices, in Tallinn and Tartu, and is currently
establishing teams in the UK, Lithuania and across Europe.

Built by the experts from:

AML Bridge
network members:

Salv’s AML Platform
customers:

and many more... supervised across 10 European countries.

Financial institutions:

Want to join the AML Bridge network or find out more?
Please contact bridge@salv.com

Regulators and supervisors:

Want to learn how to establish an AML Bridge network
in your country? Please contact bridge@salv.com

Media:

Want to find out more about AML Bridge and Salv?
Contact press@salv.com
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Beat financial crime.

